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An Unconstrained Convex Programming View
of Linear Programming

By S.-C. Fang 1

Abstract: The major interest of this paper is to show that, at least in theory, a pair of primal and
dual "e-optimal solutions" to a general linear program in Karmarkar's standard form can be obtain-
ed by solving an unconstrained convex program. Hence unconstrained convex optimization methods
are suggested to be carefully reviewed for this purpose.
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1 Introduction

Since Karmarkar's projective scaling method [12] was introduced, research on
linear programming has reached a new peak with various interior-point methods
[9] that compete with the classical Simplex Method [1].

In this paper, we add a new view to linear programming in terms of un-
constrained convex programming. With the aid of entropy function [3, 4, 10],
we show that, for any given tolerance e>O, a linear program in Karmarkar's
standard form can be perturbed as a special geometric program [13, 14] whose
corresponding dual program is unconstrained and convex. With a suitably
chosen perturbation parameter value, the solution to the geometric dual
generates a pair of primal and dual "e-optimal solutions" to the original linear
program. This new setting suggests us to carefully review unconstrained convex
optimization methods [2, 8] for linear programming. But in this paper we focus
ourselves on the theoretical aspects only.

We introduce the special geometric program in Section 2, derive its geometric
dual in Section 3, describe the mechanism to generate "e-optimal solutions" in
Section 4, demonstrate a simple example in Section 5, and conclude the paper
in Section 6.
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2 Perturbed Nonlinear Program

Consider a linear programming problem in Karmarkar's standard form [12],
namely,

min CTx

(P) s.t.Ax=O

eT x = 1

x;:::0

(1)

(2)

(3)

where c and x are n-dimensional column vectors, A is an m Xn (m < n) matrix,
0 is an m-dimensional O-vector, and e T is an n-dimensional 1-vector.

The linear dual of (P) has the following form:

max Wm+1
m

(D) S.t. L aijwi+Wm+I:5Cj, j= 1,2,.. .,n
i= 1

(4)

WiE IR , i = 1,2, . . ., m + 1 . (5)

Since problem (P) is a linear optimization problem over a compact region,
it is bounded (if feasible). Moreover, the dual problem (D) is always feasible,
because defining

Wm+1= '- min [Cj-.~ aijWi
]j-I,...,n 1=1

(6)

for arbitrarily chosen WI'W2,. . . , Wmalways produces a dual feasible solution
(WI' W2,"" Wm+I)T.

Since we require XI+X2+",+xn=1 and Xi;:::0, for i=1,2,...,n, any
feasible solution x = (XI'X2>. . . ,xn) T can be viewed as a probability function of
n states. In essence, problem (P) is a problem of finding a probability distribu-
tion {Xi}?= 1 that lies in the null space of A and minimizes the expectation of a
random variable with values {CI,C2,. . ., C2}'Motivated by the barrier-function
method and the entropy function [3, 4, 5, 6, 10; 11], we define the "entropic bar-

n

rier" for a probability distribution {xd?= 1 as " L Xj log Xj", which represents
j=1
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the "negative entropy" of x. Since it is a closed convex function of x (with the
conventional understanding that 0 (log 0) = 0), we consider the following closed
convex program:

n

min c Tx +.u L xi log xi
i=l

(PI1) s. t. Ax = 0

eT x = 1

x;:::0

(7)

(8)

(9)

where .u> 0 is the "barrier parameter" or "perturbation parameter".
Like the original interior-point methods, we assume that Problem (P) has a

feasible solution x> 0 (i.e., Interior-Point Assumption), and hence so does Prob-
n

lem (PI1) for each .u> O. Unlike the original barrier function.u L log xi' the
n i=l

entropic barrier.u L xi log xi does not go to 00 when xi goes to the boundary
i=l

value O. However, the negative entropy does act like a "barrier" that encourages
xi to be positive, because its partial derivative approaches -00 at O. Also since

-1Ie:$xilogx/:50 for j = 1,2, . . . ,n ,

where (e = 2.718. . .), we can prove that the optimal solution of (PI1) ap-
proaches the optimal solution of (P) as .u~0.

Superficially, (PI1) seems more complicated than (P) because of the
nonlinearity introduced. But this nonlinearity leads to an unconstrained problem
via the conjugate transformation and geometric programming duality. The
mechanism is shown in the next section.

3 Dual of (Pp)

There are many dual problems for problem (PI1)'but the one that leads directly
to the desired unconstrained convex programming problem comes from
"Generalized Geometric Programming" approach [13, 14]. Equivalent results
can be obtained via Lagrangian duality [15], but we stick to the geometric pro-
gramming approach in this paper since our major interest is to derive an un-
constrained convex program for linear programming, not to argue which dual is
better.

...
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A Geometric Program sufficiently general for our purposes consists of a con-
vex function g: iC--+rRwith iC~ rRnand a subspace X ~ rRn.The resulting
geometric program is:

inf g(x)
(OP)

subject to x e iCn X . (10)

The corresponding dual is:

inf h(y)
(OD)

subject toye [) n V , (11)

where the "orthogonal complement"

V={yerRnl<x,y)=O vxeX}, (12)

and h: [)--+rRhas the "conjugate transform" domain

[) = {ye rRnIsup [(x,y)- g(x)] < +oo}xeiC (13)

and function values

h(y) = sup [(x,y)-g(x)]
xeiC

for each y e [) . (14)

Two key results (credited to Fenchel) in Geometric Programming [13, 14] are:

Theorem 1: For a convex function g(x), its geometric dual function h(y) is con-
vex.

Theorem 2: If there is a primal feasible solution x in the relative interior of iC
and if there is a dual feasible solution y in the relative interior of [), there is a
pair of optimal solutions x* and y* with g(x*) + h (y*) = O.

To cast problem (P/-l)in the form of problem (OP), we define
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n n

g(x) = L CjXj+fl L xjlogxj ,
j= 1 j= 1

(15)

c= [xElRnlj~/j= 1, X~OJ '
(16)

x = {XE IRnlAx = O}. (17)

Then, since X is the null space of A, Y is the column space of A T, i.e.,

Y = rYE IRnIYj= .t aijZi for some Z E IRmJ
.

l J=l

(18)

Moreover, since C is a compact set, sup [(x,y)-g(x)]< +00 for every YE IRn
XEC

and hence [) = IRn. To find h(y), we solve the problem

n n n n

max L XjYj- L CjXj - fl L Xj log Xj subject to L Xj = 1
j=l j=l j=l j=l

with the aid of Lagrangian

n

L(X,A) = L Xj(Yj-Cj-fllogxj+A)-A .
j=l

(19)

Setting

8L/8Xj = 0, for j = 1,2, . . ., n ,

we have

Yj - Cj - fl + A = fllog Xj, for j = 1,2, . . . , n , (20)

or equivalently,

Xj = exp [(yj - Cj- fl + A)/ fl] .
n

For 8L/8A = 0, we have L Xj= 1,
j=l
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or equivalently,

n

L exp [(yj-Cj-,u+ A)/,uJ = 1 ,

j= 1

Hence,

exp [(-,u+A)/,uJ = 1Ijt1 exp [(yj-c)/,uJ .

Consequently,

xj = exp [(Yj- c)/,uJ / jt1 exp [(Yj- Cj)/,uJ ,

and hence

n

heY) = L xj(Yj-cj-,ulogxj)
j= 1

= .f xj (Yj- Cj-,u
[

[(yj- Cj)/,uJ-log
[ .f exp [(Yj- Cj)/,uJ

]

l
J=1 J=1 j

= jt1 xj ,ulog [jt1 exp [(yj-C)/,uJ]

=,ulog Lt1 exp[(yj-Cj)/,uJ](t1 Xj)

=,u log
[ .f exp [(Yj- Cj)/,uJ

]
,

J= 1

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

Combining the formulas for V, [) and heY) gives the corresponding geometric
dual (GD)

min,ulog Lt1 exp [(Yj-Cj)/,uJ]

subject to Y E column space of A T,

Equivalently, we have
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minfllog
[
.t exp [ (.1: aijZi- Ci)J= 1 1= 1 fl] ]

(D,J
subject to z E IRm .

Several observations can now be made:

Observation 1: By Theorem 1, we know problem (D,J is a convex programming
problem with m unconstrained variables.

Observation 2: Since ri(C) n X =1=0 by our interior-point assumption, we know
from Theorem 2 that there is no duality gap between (P,J and (D,J and that op-
timal solutions x* and y* exist.

Observation 3: Since (Df-J is an unconstrained convex program, we can start in-
vestigating different unconstrained convex optimization techniques including the
descent methods, conjugate direction methods, and quasi-Newton methods [2, 8]
for a potentially global and fast convergence result. However, no matter which
method is adopted, we need high precision computation capability, especially
when fl is small.

Observation 4: For any fl > 0, by setting 8h (z )/8zi = 0, we see that solving (D,J
is equivalent to solving a system of m equations

fi(Z) = .t aijexp [(.f aijZi-Ci)/fl

]
=0 ,

J= 1 1= 1
for i = 1,2, . . . ,m (25)

with m variables Zj,Z2' . . . 'Zm.

Observation 5: For any fl>O, if z* solves (D/l)' it is easy to verify that

xj = exp [ C~1 aijZ[-c) / fl]/ it1 exp [ C~1 aijzj -Ci) / fl] , (26)

(for j = 1, . . . ,n) solves (P/l). Hence Equation (26) provides a dual-to-primal
conversion formula.
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Observation 6: If we define one more variable

Z~+I = '- min [Cj- ,f aijzt ]J - I", .,n 1= 1
(27)

then w* = (zi,zi,.. .,Z~+I)T is a feasible solution to the original linear dual
(D).

4 e-Optimal Solution

For any given f..l>0, if z* solves (DfJ, we can define x* by Equation (26) and
w* by (27). Then we know that x* is feasible for (P) (since it solves (Pf.J), and
w* is feasible for (D). Therefore, the duality gap between (P) and (D) at (x*, w*)
is

I
CTX*- Z * I -CT X *- Z

*
m+1 - m+1

By Observation 2 and Theorem 2, we have

O=CTX*+f..l.t xjlogxj+f..llog.t exp [(,f aijzj-Cj )/f..l
]

.
J=I J=I 1=1

(28)

By Equation (27), we have

-Z~+I = ,_max [ .f aijzt-Cj]
.

J-I,oo.,n 1=1
(29)

Hence,

CTX*-Z~+I = -f..l,t xjlogxj-f..llog ,t exp[(,f aijzj-Cj)/f..l
]J=I J=I 1=1

+,_max [,f aijzt-Cj]
.

J-I,oo.,n 1= 1
(30)
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For simplicity, we define

m

Sj= L aijzi-cj, for j= 1,2,.. .,n ,
i= 1

(31)

n

and consider f1.log L exp [s/f1.]. Without loss of generality, we can assume
j=1

SI = . max (SjJ.
J = 1,.. .,n (32)

Then,

P logi, exp[sip] ~ P log [ exp(s,lp) (I +it exp [(srs,)/P]) ]

= f1.log [exp(sl/f1.)] + f1.log [ 1 + j t exp [(Sj - SI)/f1.]]

= SI + f1.log
[ 11::.f exp [(Sj-SI)/f1.]

]
.

J=2
(33)

Therefore,

CTx* - Z;;'a 1 = - f1. .f xj logxj - (SI + f1.log .

[ 1 +.f exp [(Sj-SI)/f1.] ])J=1 J=2

+ max (SjJj= 1,.. .,n

= -f1.jtIXjlogXj-f1.l0g[1+jteXP[(Sj-SI)/f1.]] .
(34)

Note that for Xj sits between 0 and 1, we have

-1/e:$;xjlogXj:$;O, for j = 1,2,...,n . (35)

Moreover, for Sj:$;SI,we have

0 < exp [(Sj- SI)/ f1.]:$;1 (36)
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and

n

1<1+ L exp[(Sj-sl)/JL)::5n .
j=2

(37)

In other words,

0::5 C T X * - Z ~ + 1 ::5 JL (t1 1/ e) - JL(log 1) = JLn/ e .
(38)

Now, for any given e>O, we can choose JL= ee/(n+ 1). Consequently,

O::5CTx* -Z~+l <e . (39)

This means x* is an "e-optimal" solution of the linear program (P) and w* is
an "e-optimal" solution of its linear dual (D). We summarize this result in the
following theorem.

Theorem 3: For any given e>O, if we choose JL<eeln and solve (D,J with an
optimal solution z *, then x* defined by Equation (26) is an e-optimal solution
to (P) and w* defined by Equation (27) is an e-optimal solution to (D).

Another relevant observation is:

Observation 7: Combining Equation (33) with the inequality (37), we see that

JLlog
[ .f exp [(.f aUZi-Cj)/JL

]
->._max [.f aUZi-Cj]

,
J=l 1=1 J-l,...,n 1=1

as JL-+O.

Therefore, it is easy to verify that

(DfJ)->(D) as JL-+O.
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5 A Simple Example

Consider a simple example:

min - X3

subject to Xl - X2 = 0

Xl +X2+X3 = 1

Xl ~O, X2~0, X3~0.

It is easy to see that (0,0,1) is the optimal solution. In this case, we have

min,u log {exp [zl,u] + exp [- zl,u] + exp [1/,u]}
(D,J

subject to z E IR .

Taking its first order necessary condition, we see z * = O. By the conversion for-
mula (29) we have xi = xi = 1/(1 + 1+ exp [1/,uD and x; = exp [1/,u]l
(1 + 1+ exp [1/,uD.

Therefore, bot xi and xi decrease to 0 and x; increases to 1 as,u decreases
to O.

6 Concluding Remarks

For a linear program in Karmarkar's standard form with a prescribed tolerance
e > 0, this paper shows that in theory a pair of primal and dual "e-optimal solu"
tions" can be generated by solving an unconstrained convex program. This new
dual does not look like any other dual studied in the field of linear programming.
It suggests us to further explore different unconstrained minimization techniques
for linear programming. For example, we can consider Newton's method for the
systems of equations given by (25). In this case, we denote f(z) = ifl (z),
. . . ,fm(z» and consider its labobian matrix

J/z) = [Ofkloz;]i,k=l,...,m . (40)

By defining
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Vj(Z) =exp [ (J, aijZi-C) / JL] ,
for j = 1,...,n , (41)

and Dv(z) be an n x n diagonal matrix with v/z) as its j-th diagonal element, we
can show that

J/Z)=ADv(z)AT. (42)

Therefore J/z) is nonsingular and positive definite everywhere as long as A has
full row rank. Hence the Newton's method is well-defined and is guaranteed to
exhibit at least local convergence with quadratic rate. Moreover, since the struc-
tue of J/z) is exactly the same as that of AD2 A T in the interior-point methods
[9, 11], the major computational work of each Newton iteration (inverting
J/z» and each interior-point iteration (inverting AD2 A T) should be compati-
ble. Then we see the advantage of faster rate of convergence. We are currently
studying related computational issues. Hopefully, the special form of the dual
can help us reduce computational effort.
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